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I . INTRODUCTION

A s t rong g r a v i t y model has t e e n sugges ted by Isham, Salam and

Strathdee with tany interesting consequences. The model assumes that
hadroES interact through the exchange of spin-two particles. The tensor
field satisfies modified Einstein equations containing a strong coupling
parameter and a mass terra. The gauge group on which the model was con-
structed consists of the co-ordinate transformation of Einstein. A
static spherically symmetric Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution of the model

2)
has recently been found which is interpreted as an effective potential

produced "by a source quark. This potential is used in a Klein-Gordon

equation for a scalar test particle and the energy levels of the system

are determined. These levels obtained follow a rising Regge trajectory

with the source and the test particles confined in their mutual potential

well.

The aim of this paper is to show that this static spherically

symmetric solution of strong gravity, which appears to produce

quark confinement, is stable. Generally, there are two methods for such an

investigation. The first method is the Lagraagiac formalism in which one

starts from a perturbed Lagrangian, then expands it in terms of tensorial

harmonics, deduces the perturbed Hamiltonian and examines the stability of

the desired solution. This method is complicated,unless one works in a

special gauge which simplifies the calculations. Since our Lagrangian

includes a mass term,it is not gauge Invariant. Thus we shall use the

second method due to Arnowitt, Deser and Hisner (ADM) It)

5)or Kamiltonian formalism of general relativity. This method has been used

by Honcrief for the stability analysis of the Schwarzschild black hole and the

perfect fluid stellar models. We do not want to give the mathematical

details of the stability analysis although,after showing that the Hamiltonian
it

is positive &efinite,£will become clear that a similar analysis can be carried

through. We show that the perturbed Hamiltonian is a Llapunov function '

of the canonical variables, which is also a test for the stability of the

solution.
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section we summarize

the strong gravity model and give the action integral including the mass

Lagrangian in the ADM form. In this section the initial value constraints

as well as field equations are obtained and the static spherically symmetric

solution,whose stability is going to he investigated for odd parity perturbation,

is given. In Sec .III the perturbed action is presented for the Hamiltoniar.

formalism. From this action, the perturbed field equations as well as the

perturbed constraints are obtained. In the last section we expand all the

field quantities in terms of odd parity Regge-Wheeler tensorlal harmonics .

We show that the Hamiltoriian is a positive definite function of the small

perturbations and conclude that the strong gravity solution is stable for

f = c < -fr , vhere f is the time-time component of the metric.

II. THE MODEL

The model is characterized by the Lagrangian 2) ,8)

i, (2.1)

= h ̂  R(f)

vhere k and k. are the gravitational constant (k ~ 10 ' GeV~ ) and the

coupling constant of the strongly interacting f meson (k « 1 (JeV ) ,

respectively. is the well-known Einstein Lagrangian for the gravity field.

and it describes the hadronic world.

have their usual definitions in terms of f

Stf has the same form as

All geometric quantities in f

as the metric tensor, similar to those in £, . The mixing Lagrangian £

causes the interaction between the fields f and g jCf has been

chosen such that one- of the rank-2 tensor fields describes a massive particle

Namely, on the basis of a linearIzabion of the above equations, i t was
2)

suggested that the equations resulting from (2.1) and (2.2) describe a

massless gravitation given by the field combinations

- 3 -
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plus a strongly interacting massive spin-2 field described t>y the orthogonal

combination (g ^ + f ) .

We want to examine here the stability of the static spherically symmetric

solution of the pure strong gravity in the limit k •> 0 . Thus a l l matter as
O

well as ordinary gravity will be ignored. In this situation the action

corresponding to the Lagrangian (2.1) reduces to the form

(2.3)

where the first term is identical in form with the Einstein action (put f
the

instead of g inlEinstein Lagrangian). The second term> which gives mass
8)

to the tensor meson,takes the form

where M is spin-2 masB and n denotes the flat space-time metric

(n = det ri ). Varying f one obtains the equations of strong gravity

_ 1 f v (.2.5)

where the left-hand side is the usual Einstein tensor G and the right-hand

side is given by

uv
T

H2

(2.6)

It is worthwhile to note that, although the left-hand side of Eq.(2.5)

is a tensor.the right-hand side is not. Therefore, It is not possible to

remove any components from f by way of co-ordinate conditions as one

would do with a covariant system. After uBing the Bianchl identities and

assuming spherical symmetry, the number of independent components in f

is reduced from ten to four.

-U-
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Since £. is identical in form with the Einstein Lagrangian, the

variational integral corresponding to i t can be written in the Arnowitt. Deser

and Misner form . After discarding the surface terms, which will not con-

tribute to the Hamilton equations, we obtain
9)

Yij,t

where we have defined

(2.6)

-2 ITij (2.9)

and Y...lapse function N, shift vector N. are related to the four-dimensional

metric f through

Yi} = f±J . H = (-fO O)~1 / 2 , H. = fQ. , y = det y . j , i , j = 1,2,3 .

(2.10)

The momenta -n J are related to the second fundamental form K of spacelike

surfaces x = t = constant through TT1^ = -y1'2 (K1'' - y^K1*,). Latin

indices are raised and lowered with the metric y,,, a vertical bar denot

covariant differentiation with respect to this metric and E is the

curvature scalar constructed from it.

The mass Lagrangian for the model,given ty Eq.. (2,!(), can be written

in termB of

f0O = ~ N 2 +

y , N and H.

obtain

Using Eq.(2.10) and the fact that

(2.11)

-5-

where

v = y Ji . 00

- 3n0 1

mass 2 T i j "̂ k

nOi- nO

= n
0J nki - n01

ik JX ij kn,
"• ~ 1 n J - 3

(2.12)

Thus the total action corresponding to the Lagrangian given by Eo..(2.3)

can be written as follows:

H* -

(2.13)

Independent variations of the y . . , IT , If and H give a system of

equations equivalent to the Einstein equation for strong gravity, i . e . Eq.(2.5).

In particular, variation of the lapse function N and the shift vector N

leads to the equations

(2.1^)

{2.15)

which are the initial value constraints. Independent variations of the Y

and TT1"1 give (for tSe stat ic solution TT ^ 0)
i j

(2.16)



After solving the field equations in spherical polar co-ordinates one

obtains

f d x ^ d x ^ = - c d t 2 - £D d t Or + A d r 2 + B ( d 6 2 + s i n 2 f l dnj2} , {2.IT)
y v T

We define the perturbed functions by

(3-D

where the components A, B, c and D depend only on r . I t will be more

convenient for the following calculation to work with a diagonal metric.

Uamely,from (2.IT) we obtain

f dxydxU = - cdt2 + - dr2 + B(d02 + sin£6 dec2) , (2.18)
uv c

where the convenient combination

2
A • A C + D

is used. In this co-ordinate, n is given by

(2.19)

(2,20)

where y-,, n > M, H. are background quantities, which are defined in See .II,
1 i 1 * 1

and !(>.,, p i H', U. are small perturbations,which are much less than the

background quantities. The perturbed curvature scalar is taken as follows:

jl.k

We raise and lower the indices of $ „ with

r
ml jk

and signify the covariant

derivatives relative to y.. and y!, by a vertical bar "I" and by a dot ".",

respectively.

We write T 1,lr which are the Christoffel symbols with respect to the

metric y ...in terms of y. and use Eq..{3.l)> up to the second order we

obtain

This is the static spherically symmetric solution of strong gravity and

we vant to examine its stability. The functions c, B and & are given as

follows:

B =Tr * A ' 3

A + c = J + r 4 A <

, A = constant ,

if (2.21)

III. PERTURBATIONS

Generally, there are two different methods for obtaining the Euler

equations governing small perturbations. One of them is the Jacobi method '• '» •

of second variation and the other, which will be employed here,was

suggested in Hef.9 for the derivation of the basic equations of the short-

wave approximation. We do not review this method here "but give the

appropriate formulae for the Hamilton formalism.

where y ' = det

C3.3)

and

When we insert '/Y"1" H' in the perturbed action the divergence terms

of the second order in § will not give any contribution. Therefore they

can be discarded. However, in the action (2.13) the term iff7 B.' v i l l "be

-T- -6-



multiplied "by the perturbed lapse function II', thus the divergence terms

which are first order in $ (since our equations are correct up to the second

order) in Eq..(3-3) cannot be discarded. Indeed they will contribute to the

perturbed Hamilton equations as will be seen below.

It is easier to obtain the perturbed action corresponding to the mass

Lagrangian. Namely we use Eq..(3-1) and obtain the following total perturbed

action:

where

C3.5)

C3.6)

In E4-C3.5) all indices are raised or lowered with the unperturbed

metric y.. and i t s inverse

respect to this metric and R

, the covarlant derivatives are taken with

is the curvature scalar constructed from itt

Varying I with respect to the perturbed lapse function H'

and perturbed shift vector N . ve get the equation of constraints

-9-

= -M2 Y" 1 / 2 ' + u'x), C3.7)

C3.8)

Variation of I p e r t with respect to p1^ and

equations

gives the Hamilton

* i j

,t (3-9)

where &{ }/s( ) signifies functional differentiation and K L is defined

as follows;

(3.10)

IV. ODD PARITY PERTURBATIONS AND THE POSITIVITY OF THE HAMH/TOHIAH

We use the Regge and Wheeler form for odd p a r i t y p e r t u r b a t i o n s .

Since we have spher ica l symmetry, we use t he pe r tu rba t ions of order (jt,O),

which a re taken to be

where

e = _
0 0 1
0 0 0

1 0 0
A.3.

0 0 0
O 0 I
O I 0

- 1 0 -



In these formulae Y,, is the standard spherical harmonic function of order

(i ,0) and z " aos e. The. odd parity perturbation N' of the lapse function

vanishes and the perturbed shift vector is expressed as

2 l
hQ(r,t) [0,0,-1] U-a ) fT

(14.3)

The labels (11,0) on h Q, h , h-, e. , £„ and the label (0) on Y have

been suppressed in the above equations. Here we shall examine the modes with

I > 2 . The mode with 1 = 1 is non-derivative and requires special

treatment

Since the perturbed momenta p " . transform as components of a tensor
1/2

density, y P< i a expanded in odd parity tensor harmonics as follows:

Thus using Eqs.flt .l)-(i* .h) ve obtain

i = H'= p = 0 ,

and for odd parity perturbations (where p = p1.) ve have

I(odd) = 1_ f dl+x jpij ̂  _ j / j
T

pert

(h.k)

(U.5)

(k.6)

where

How each term of the perturbed odd parity action will be expanded

in appropriate spherical harmonics. Then,after some re-arrangement, the

angular integration can be performed.

-11-

First of all we want to define our canonical variables. Using

expansions given by Eqs. (l*.l)-(U.!+), after performing the angular integration,

ve obtain

ih.B)

where

Thus p (r,t) and p_(rjt) are the canonical momenta conjugate to h (r,t)

and h2(r,t).

Before writing the final expression for H we want to note the
f 3 i ii

following. It is not necessary to calculate the term I d x H. P ,

separately. Samely,we use the constraint given by Eq.(3-8) and write the

covariant derivatives of the perturbed momenta P | • i-n 'the other terms of

the Hamiltonian, i.e. Eq.(U.f). Consequently, after angular integration,

the variation with respect to h will not give any constraint. The

value of h (r,t) can be obtained from the perturbed constraint Eq.(3-8).

Thus after straightforward but lengthy calculations, we found

T

where we have suppressed the labels (J.,0) on IL to simplify the notation.

Since A < £• (Eq.. (2-20)), H is a positive definite function of src&ll

-12-



perturbations Tor c ^ £, which gives a restr ict ion on the tensor mass M

and the range of the potential r . Namely, from c ,< fus ing Eq.(2.20)

ve obtain

- 8a)

If we eliminate h from E by using the perturbed constraint Eg..(3.8), we

obtain

t.12)

Again H_ is a positive definite function of small perturbations for c ̂  f-

[i.e. (It.ll)]. Since A is an arbitrary constant with values 0 < A < ̂ ,

the Hamiltonian is^positive definite function for all values of r provided

is suitably restricted. Thus the energy density is bounded from below and
12)

4

the m ->• 0 l i m i t e x i s t s

Ve have given a form of perturbation theory suitable for strong gravity

and have shown that the Hamiltonian is a positive definite function of odd

parity perturbations. A similw method has been used ty Moncrief to investigate

the stability of the Schvarzschild black hole and the perfect fluid stellar
as 51 2.1)

models. We can use the same procedure^followed by Moncrief to show
the stability of the strong gravity solutions. Namely, new canonical variables,

u - f

-13-

can be defined, it can be shown that under the transformation (^.13), Eq..(U.8)
takes the form

3t jdr

Thus i^ and jr£ are nev momenta conjugate to ^ and k2. While the new

canonical variable H.£ is gauge dependent, it can be shown that k1 is gauge

independent. Writing the Hamiltonian in terms of nev variables one can obtain

an equation for ^ similar to the Kegge-Wheeler equation T' with some

additional terms coming from ^nRSS- We do not repeat these mathematical

details here, but it is clear that a similar analysis can be carried through.

It is not difficult to show that the perturbed Hamiltonian (H) given

by Erj. (̂ ,10) is a Liapunov function. That is;

a) H is continuous together vith its first partial derivatives

in a certain open region fi ;

b) H(0) = 0 ;

c) K is non-negative and vanishes only at the origin;
the ,

d) Using/Hamilton equations given by Eq.(3.9) we obtain dH/dt = 0.

Thus, after shoving that the Hamiltonian is a Liapunov function,.we conclude

that our static spherically symmetric solution of strong gravity is stable

under odd parity perturbations for c -s r

are under investigation.

Even parity perturbations
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